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Triple Suction Cup Car Mount Sunnylife for cameras, phones etc. (ZJ771)

Sunnylife car mount with triple suction cup for cameras, phones, etc. (ZJ771)
Sunnylife  car  mount  model  ZJ771 is  a  high-tech  device  designed for  safe  and stable  mounting  of  cameras,  phones  and other  devices
weighing  up  to  5  kg.  Its  modern  solutions  and  compatibility  with  popular  cameras  make  it  an  ideal  choice  for  those  who  value
functionality and reliability.
 
Material and durability
Made from a combination of  TPU,  fiberglass-reinforced nylon (nylon+GF)  and aluminum alloy,  the ZJ771 mount  combines  light  weight
with high strength. It weighs 599 grams, and its sturdy design allows it to safely hold devices weighing up to 5 kg.
 
Compatibility and application
The ZJ771 is compatible with various camera models, including Insta360, ACTION, GoPro, SJcam, etc. This allows users to use it for a wide
range of applications, from filming action scenes to capturing peaceful landscapes while driving.
 
Functionality and safety
The innovative triple suction cup design provides a strong and stable hold, minimizing the risk of accidental falling off. The mount also
offers 360° rotation of the device, allowing you to easily adjust the viewing angle. Thanks to the use of a soft rubber layer, the suction
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cup does not scratch the surface on which it is mounted, thus protecting the car body from scratches.
 
Versatility of mounting
The ZJ771 mount can be mounted in various places, such as the side or windshield and the car door, which increases its versatility and
allows you to adjust it to your individual needs. See for yourself what else Sunnylife can offer you!
 
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelZJ771MaterialTPU,  nylon+GF,  aliminium  alloyWeight599  gWeight  that  can  holdUp  to  5
kgCompatibilityInsta360, ACTION, GoPro, SJcam cameras, etc.

Preço:

€ 59.50

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Other
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